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The field of intestinal lipid absorption lost one of its true pioneers with the passing of Charles M.
Mansbach, II on August 19, 2015 after a lengthy illness. Over a long and distinguished career, Charlie, as he was affectionately known by friends and family, made numerous important contributions to our understanding of the factors involved in intestinal lipid absorption in general and chylomicron assembly in particular. His seminal work delineating the cellular mechanisms and regulation of the mucosal phase of lipid absorption, especially elucidation of the details of the role of the pre-chylomicron transport vesicle (PCTV), often challenged existing paradigms.
However, his conclusions were always supported by meticulously designed and conducted experiments. Those of us fortunate enough to get to know Charlie revered him not only as a superb scientist, but also as a friend and colleague. We will all greatly miss his mentorship, love of life, sense of humor, and wide-ranging expertise on everything from history and opera to wine and haute cuisine. by protein kinase C (PKC) ζ, which is in turn activated by lysophosphatidylcholine, derived from both dietary and biliary phospholipid. The elucidation of pathways for PCTV formation has helped define at least one important mechanism to regulate intestinal chylomicron output.
Over the course of his career, Charlie published over 100 peer-reviewed manuscripts and authored 17 book chapters. As a result of this sustained productivity, Charlie enjoyed continuous NIH and Veterans Administration funding for his research. In addition, Charlie was an active participant in peer review and served on many NIH and VA grant review panels over the years.
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His grant reviews were legendary. Colleague and collaborator Judith Storch recalls, "Charlie was one of the senior people on the NIDDK General Medicine A2 study section when I joined it in 1990. He was truly a mentor, and how can we ever forget his "Mansbachian" reviews? He left no stone unturned, shall we say, in trying to help the investigators understand the strengths and weaknesses of their proposals. We used to bring our reviews as hard copies, and I can still picture the thick sheaf of papers that would emerge when it was his turn to speak!" In addition to his scientific contributions, Charlie was a devoted husband to May Lynn, his wife of 53 years, who described Charlie, "as always such a great companion, an intrepid traveler, and an interested, courageous, sunny, conscientious, and kindly man." Among her many roles, May Lynn contributed to Charlie's manuscripts, as he would frequently call her to adjudicate the final wording of a particular sentence. Charlie was especially proud of his three sons, Harry Shadab Siddiqi, one of his former trainees, now an independent, NIH-funded scientist, "He was more than a mentor and cared about me as much as a parent and shaped my career. He used to enjoy discussing science for hours, his fervor for research was contagious, and he never raised his voice or lost his temper in my 17-year interaction with him, but was always compassionate, inspiring and full of humor."
A few months ago, as his illness was taking its final toll, Charlie was invited to participate in a symposium at AGA Digestive Disease Week. He was also recovering from a fractured hip and was confined to a motorized cart. He insisted on participating, and despite his condition, gave a great talk, attended many of the other sessions and, as always, had a great time interacting with other researchers and colleagues. He refused to allow his illness to interfere with the things he enjoyed most in life.
Fred Gorelick, one of Charlie's close friends and collaborators noted, "One of Charles' great life lessons, contained in his approach to science and life outside science, was his humility and acceptance of the world as it presents. I was always calmed by our conversations and by their ability make it an easier task to rationally face the next day and the next grant review. I have had a few treasured colleagues and mentors that have been my guides through this academic life.
Charles has been one of them. A characteristic that each shared is the inspiration they conveyed to me by their unrelenting and uncompromising love of science and discovery. At the center of Charles' spirit, followed a life dedicated to thinking about science, asking scientific questions, 
